
HAURATA 
Safety Terms Walker /Retreat /Mountain Biking Acknowledgement &Indemnity Form 
  
In any adventure activity, there is an element of risk involved. 
Risks included in undertaking this activity include, but are not limited to: 
  
Hot tub  -lighting the gas heated burner 
Fences  -electric, barbed wire, stiles over fences 
Ground surface conditions - shingle roads, uneven tracks & ground, rock falls, boulders, steep drops, 
slippery rocks, roots on ground by trees, cliffs, under runner holes, narrow sheep tracks. 
Water  -swamps, boggy ground, creeks, dams, streams, river, waterfalls. 
Pests  -bees, wasps, flying ants, thistles, nettles. 
Road  - gravel, dust, stock, fertiliser & farm trucks, blind corners, farm vehicles, farm motor bikes. 
Stock  - cattle, bulls, sheep, dogs, horses, pigs. 
Farm buildings and machinery, telecom tower. 
River crossings, climbing pole by waterfall, steel handles imbedded in rock waterfall, diving. 
Weather - sudden & extreme temperature changes. 
  
The above description of risks is not complete and by signing this Acknowledgement & Indemnity, you 
accept that other unknown or unanticipated risks and hazards and dangers may result in accidents, injury, 
death or other loss to yourself and/or others. 
  
The management of Haurata take all practical steps to identify and minimise potential dangers and people 
are not harmed. Adults accompanying any person under the age of 18 years must ensure the underage 
person is not under taking dangerous activities that could result in injury or death at any time during stay at 
the Retreat or on Walks. 
  
Haurata provide visitors with maps, information, safety guidelines and instructions relating to the land and by 
signing this Acknowledgement & Indemnity, you confirm that you have thoroughly read and understood that 
information. 
 
We reserve the right to withdraw any person, who in our opinion, is likely to endanger themselves or others, 
and to cancel the walk if we become concerned for any reason for your safety or that of any other person, 
with or without notice to you. 
  
Acknowledgement &Indemnity 
 
I,________________________________ agree to take all reasonable care and responsibility for my own 
welfare at all times whilst on Haurata . I acknowledge I am entering the properties located on Haurata  at my 
own risk and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, Haurata’s liability in respect of any risks, hazards and 
dangers I encounter during  the Haurata stay is excluded. I hearby indemnify the owners of the properties 
located on the walks together with their agents and employees, against any actions,  proceedings, costs, 
claims, demands, damages, expenses and other liabilities which may arise as a result of any accident, injury, 
death or any other loss suffered by me, whether resulting from known or unknown hazard, as a result of my 
participation on Haurata Retreat or Walks. 
 
Signed__________________________________________________date______________________ 
  
Please list on form below any medial conditions or other information we need to know to include your safety 
in this activity. eg. asthma, epilepsy, heart condition, allergies to bees. 
  
_Existing medical conditions:  
 
________________________________________________________________________________             
                  
  
Signature of Walker (parent or guardian if under 18 yrs)    _______________________________   
                                                                                                       
Contact Person (in case of emergency) 
Address:                                       e mail:                                  Phone:  
  
Any existing medical conditions:                                             
  


